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 25,000 initial printing. a glance at their cultural impact; interviews with designers, creators, and
collectors; and advice on collecting t shirts.A pictorial history of the Hawaiian t-shirt offers a
gallery of more than four hundred full-color photographs that capture several the Aloha shirts,
accompanied by a definitive history of the clothing;
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. Beautiful large photos and a very interesting read as well. I would suggest this for anyone who
likes the tropics.including a section on the Duke! The Aloha Clothing : Spirit of the Islands I
cherished Dale Hope's new reserve, The Aloha Shirt: Spirit of the Islands, so much that I
purchased three copies! Maikai Dale! This book files the evolution of the aloha shirt--and the
development of Hawaii as a tourism mecca--through oral background and pictoral artifacts,
cautiously assembled by the author during his 10-12 months quest. The only thing I'd like to
discover with this book is normally a name index; The Reserve that Changed my entire life. Wow,
what a publication!! Profusely illustrated from the selections of many well-known and intensely
lucky collectors, this reserve is becoming my bedside bible. Having been previously lightly
contaminated by the `Aloha Shirt' bug, after having examine this beautiful publication, I became
incurably and terminally struck down. The research is also first-class, following the advancement
of the Aloha shirt from a fun point, to a full-blown market. I right now live and breath THE
clothing. this might make it a lot more useful as a reference. A well researched reserve with
much aloha This is a classic wonderful book to learn. Whether you are a informal admirer of the
aloha shirt or a serious collector...you may be interested in the stories, personal encounters and
wonderful photographs that make up this book. Excellent layout and several, many color
photos...Beautiful Great gift for my hubby. A true masterpiece of design! Everything about the
reserve: research, text, layout, photography and binding is absolutely first class. The standard of
this books condition was right on, shipping was perfect and all of those other transaction was
even.He knows his aloha t-shirts. I love reference books and sometimes I don't need a brand
new one therefore if I'm buying a book I will purchase it on Amazon.com. Fist book from
Amazon. Who understood there was a history of aloha shirts? Great book Love the book LOVED
the terrific photos Liked the terrific photos, specially the older ones, and the copy is fascinating.
My wife and I first saw this reserve in Hawaii, and decided to order it after we returned home.
Ideal for the collector, and a person with a pastime in exotic style or design. Dale Hope is great
people Thanks to make this book Dale. Five Stars Fantastic book Thank you Kahuna Dale A very
fine history and overview of a very unique garment.com OK I like this way of buying books it's
great. He also got shirts printed on stamps as well. I loved this book, it really is beneficial to my
collecting and my selling. Great book, but where's the index? I got those as well. It has wonderful
pictures, and I love the section on '60's makers and simply just how it is arranged in general is
helpful and makes for fascinating reading. If you have ever been to Hawaii (or dreamed of it),
ever put on or admired an aloha shirt, or can enjoy a true masterpiece of design --BUY THIS
BOOK! Buy this reserve and like me, transformation your life. I do recommend it though, as a
reference or simply as a coffee table book. Cool Book Cool book and essential for anyone
thinking about Aloha shirts.com Great for a person with an interest in exotic style. The photos of
specific fabrics are also great fun to find. Thanks Amazon. Five Stars For a friend who loved it!
Aloha. Good coffee desk book. Interesting background and photos.
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